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I. Introduction: Collective Models are the Physical Basis for

Dynamical Groups

In our auantum mechanics coarse we were taught that molecules consist

of N electrons and M nuclei and that one has to solve a (N + M) body

Schrodinger equation to understand their structure. But if one looks at

the work of the practitioners in this area, e.g. the books of G. Herzberg,'

one sees that the practice is different: Low energy spectra and structure

of molecules are analyzed in terms of rotators and oscillators (and at

slightly higher energies in terms of Xepler systems (one electron outside

a core)). This is shown in Figure la.

Figurelb shows the energy levels and transitions of a rotating mole-

cule. It is most economically described by associating to each level an

irreducible representation space R-1 of S0(3) in which the angular momenta

J. act. The transitions are performed by dipole operators V. and the J.

and T. together form the Lie algebra of S0(3,l) D S0(3) (or of
i 1 iJi

E(3)q.j, D S0(3) with commuting position operators Q. which are obtained

from the T. by group contraction, or — as is very fashionable these days

in nuclear physics—by SO(4)r.j, 3 SO(3)j. leading to finite multiplets).

The irreducible representation (irrep) space
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Fig. la. Energy levels of the
vibrating rotator. For each of
the first live vibrac ional levels,
2 r.umber of rotational levels ̂ :e
drawn (short horizontal lines). rig. lb. Energy levels and infrared

transitions of a rigid rotator.
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Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of Er and i t s comparison with the IBA
model (from D. D. Warner et a l . , Phys. Rev. Le t t e r s 2_2, 1761 (1980) )
I t consists of the ground s ta te ro ta t iona l band and two kinds of
v ibra t iona l exc i t a t ions with K = 0+ and K = 2 + , a l so interpreted as
3- and y-vibracions , respect ively .



describes the whole spectrum of the rotator. This S0(3,l) (or E.,, or

S0(4)) is the simplest example of a spectrum generating group or dynamical

group, which we shall denote by SG."" In this SG description the molecule

is not analyzed in terms of constituents out in terms of its collective

motions.

Like a molecule the nucleus can be considered as consisting of

neutrons and protons but in nuclear physics the many-body problem is yet

more complicated. Models built on this constituent picture, the so-called

underlying microscopic theories, are also here not very useful for a fast

interpretation of tixperimentai data. Even more so than in molecular

phvsics one resorts to "phenomenological models" of oscillators and

rotators."' An example is shovr. in Fig. -, where some energy levels of

r̂ are analyzed in terms o: v.rrationji excitations {i- anc v-viora-

tions) with each vibrational level. splitting into rotationa.. bands. The

explanation of this particular spectrum can be given by the Ic:chello
4)

Arima model which uses U(6) as the dynamical group. The U(6)-ciodel has

had enormous success in organizing the experimental data (low energy

spectra, transitions) of a large class of nuclei.

The foundations for the spectrum generating group approach in nuclear

physics were laid by the collective model of Bohr and Mottelson. It was

also in connection with the collective motion of nuclei that a group was

first used to describe the spectrum. Several years before the use of
9)

spectrum generating groups was made into a principle," Goshen and Lip-

kin" used S0(2,l) D S0(2) to describe collective bands. An irrep space

X °5C-I» r^ (2)
where jf is an irrep space of S0(2) — describes the whole spactrum.

Often one starts from individual nucleon variables and defines the

group generators—which represent the collective, dynamical variables —

in terms of them. ' Or one starts with six (more or less) boson creation

and annihilation operators to define the group generators. But then all

that can be essentially forgotten and the algebraic relations and the

representations of the group become the only relevant properties. The

constituents become unimportant. The physical states are described by

che representation space of the SG and their properties are determined by

the subgroup reduction chain of the dynamical group:

SG DSG ( 1 ) =.SG(2) ..- D G(n) (3)

The hamiltonian and transition operators are postulated in terms of group

generators (collective variables) and e.g. given by



H = a + V a
( 1 )C ( 1 )

 + F a
( 2 )

Cf
2 )
 + ••• (4)

0 v i 1 " i i
I

where a. are numbers and C. are the Casimir operators of the m-th

group in the subgroup chain (3). In the simple examples of (1) SG = S0(3,l),

G'n) = S0(3) and of U ) SG = S0U.1) and G(n) = S0(2).

In the constituent model one starts with the space of physical states

as a direct product space of constituent spaces. E.g. for the diatomic

molecule the space of physical states jf is

N'ucii Nucl? 1 7 M
•}( = 7f 8 If " Q ( 'it A :}C '• ••• A K ) (.5)

and the basis vectors are:

^ .* = N'uclr» fc) jNuci,.' 0 antisym , d :- 8 |d-,/ ••• 0 !d v> (6)

• . • m e r e d , , « - « , d s t a n d s c o r t h e e l e c t r o n c ' . : a r . t u n r . u n b e r s o f t h e N e l e c t r o n s
i

and Nucl ••• stands for the quantun: numbers of the nucleus

In the collective model one starts with the space of physical states

as a direct product space of rotator spaces, oscillator spaces; Kepler

system spaces (single constituent in the core potential) and the rest

(core):

(7)

The basis vectors are

i '> = \ j j -• • • > ® \v> 8 n > 0 J c o r e q . n . > ( 8 )

The (collective) notions are associated to groups so that jf may

be given by (1) and JC°SC by (2) and G^n) in (3) is given by S0(3) * S0(2)

with the irrep space:

Rj - x" (9)
The basis (8) is thus adapted to a subgroup chain (3).

The space of physical states iff is the same whether one considers it

from the collective model as in (7) and (8) or from the constituent model

as in (5) and (6). (8) and (6) are two different basis systems of the

same space "K in the same way as the position eigenkets |x> (particle)

and the momentum eigenkets ip> (wave) of a free quantum mechanical point

particle are two different (generalized) basis systems for the same one-

particle Hilbert space. (8) of the collective model are thus sort of

complementary to (5) of the constituent model. The right hand sides of

(7) and (5) are just two different ways of dissecting the space of phys-

ical states; (5) corresponds to the dissection of the physical system

into its constituents, (7) corresponds to the dissection into its motion.



Though classically there may be a great: difference between these two

models, quantum mechanically they just correspond to two different choices

of basis systems for the space of physical states (which may be complemen-

tary but which are at least incompatible to each other).

The second choice (7) is much simpler, especially if a large number

of constituents is involved, because ,}fcore is in practice just one dimen-

sional, since the degrees of freedom corresponding to it are frozen (its

set of quantum numbers take just one value). One often also need only

take the "lowest" basis vector from 5C ' (below 1 eV) and under some
-4

circumstances (below 10 eV for most diatomic molecules) also only one

basis vector from ~K ; then one has the rigid rotator. Though the com-

plete system of commuting operators has the same number of elements for

(6) and (8), many of the observables for the basis vectors (8) take for

all practical purposes only one eigenvalue. This is the reason why in

the actual analysis of experiments in both molecular and nuclear physics

the second description has proven itself of much greater value.

There is a quantitative difference though between molecules and

nuclei: In molecular physics the three modes—rotational, vibrational

and particle excitations — differ from each other in energy by factors of

approximately 50. So rotations and vibrations are almost independent and

they are very good, weakly interacting "parts" of the molecule. In

nuclear physics the rotations and vibrations are not as well separated

from each other and from the particle excitations, so that for the nuclear

levels the rotation-vibration-particle interactions play a more important

role. This could lead to a variety of subgroup reduction chains (3) ' ;

3- and y~vibrations may not be the most practical parts of all nuclei.

To summarize the preceding discussions, we have seen that in molecu-

lar and nuclear physics we have a constituent—motion dualism (reminis-

cent of the particle-wave dualism). On the one hand there "are" con-

stituents and we understand by reduction to the simpler objects. On the

other hand there are motions and we understand by reduction to the simpler

motion. This latter is the understanding for which group theoretical

tools are most suitable.

Does this dualism extend into the relativistic domain?

In hadron physics quantum chromodynamics is the "underlying theory."

But as exact solutions or reliable approximations of QCD will be diffi-

cult Co obtain, one must resort to phenomenological descriptions. On the

one hand one has quarks and uses QCD corrections to the non-relativistic

quark model. The complementary approach would be to understand hadrons

as extended relativistic objects and analyze hadron structure and spectra



in terms of relativistic motions. If Che analogy between molecular and

nuclear physics persists when we enter the relativistic domain then we

would expect the lowest hadron states to be rotational and vibrational

excitations with the cnlv difference beir.^ chat now the rotator and oscil-

lator must be relativistic.

II. A Simple Relativistic Model:

a) Osp(l,4) 33 SO(3,2) leads to a modified version of the lowest

string mode

To shew that collective models for extended relativistic objects can

be constructed we will review now the results for the simplest such models,

the quanta! relativistic .sciiiator (o?.'J; . "' As dynamical ''spectrum)

supersymmetries have been successful in -.ucl-.ar physics where they combine

the spectrum of an even-even nucleus with the spectrum of an even-odd
4)

nucleus into a supermultiplet, we will consider the supersymmetric ORO.

It does not add anything essential to the ORO model: The SG of the QRO

is SO(4,2) D SO(3,2); adjoining to it Majorana spinor operators and

closing to an" SU(2,2/1) D Osp(l,A)n _ _ D SO(3,2)- Q gives the super-

symmetric version. Vhereas the vector operator T. transforms from integer

to integer spin or from half-integer to half-integer spin, the spinor

operator 0_ transforms between integer and half-integer spin states.

Figure 3 shows how one can arrive at 0sp(l,4) and how the hamiltonian

H is conjectured in analogy to non-relativistic supersymmetric quantum

mechanics. Our choice of the hamiltonian is:

H = v(? p- - -L l {Q ,<£}) do)
M -i P VJ

(where v = Lagrange multiplier of constraint Hamiltonian mechanics; P
-1 ^

= center of mass momentum, ;' = system constant of dimension energy per

length connected with the string tension or spring constant). This, like

every choice of a hamiltonian, cannot be derived, it can only be conjec-

tured and can be justified only by success. For H of (10) one can show

that it leads in the non-relativistic limit to the energy operator of the

ordinary three-dimensional oscillator. Thus it is at least justified to

call the physical system, whose relativistic hamiltonian is H, the quantal

relativistic oscillator.

The irreps of SO(4,2)C SU(2,2/1) which we use are very special

("'remarkable") representations which remain irreducible under SO(3,2) C

50(4,2). We will therefore continue our arguments iust in terms of
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Fig. 3. Starting from non-relativist ic quantum mechanics for the
oscil lator described by SO(2,1) one can adjoin Fennionic operators to
obtain models with spectrum supersymmetry. The quantal r e l a t iv i s t i c
oscil lator is obtained if one adjoins the intr insic position and momentum
which leads to SO(2,3). To obtain i t s supersymmetric version one adjoins
one (or two) Majorana spinor operators to obtain Osp(l,4) or SU(2,2/1).



SO(3,2). An idea of an infinite dimensional representation of a group, or

supergroup like 0sp(l,4), is provided by the weight diagram (K-Cype). Fig.

4a shows a typical weight diagram of SO(3,2) D SO(3)j.. * SO(2)pQ. In

this diagram u = eigenvalue FQ is plotted versus j (where j(j + 1) =

eigenvalue of JS..S ^ ) . Each dot displays an irrep space R J * 5fa of the

maximal compact subgroup K = S0(3) * S0(2) which is the space (9) with

u =• u, + v. Fig. 4a is the weight diagram of the irrep conventionally de-

noted by D(un = 1, j n = 0) where y and j are the coordinates of the

"lowest" dot (the lowest weight).

SO(3,2) describes the intrinsic motion, its generators and functions

thereof represent intrinsic collective dynamical variables of the extended

relativistic object. In addition there is the relativistic center of mass

motion. If one takes this into account using quanta! constrained Hamil-
^ ) i '

tonian mechanics the space P. < .'}{"" of (9) becomes an irrep space of

the Poincar£ group 7f (m ,j) with spin j and mass

? 2 1
m~ = m_ + —r M U = eigenvalue r_ (11)
u 0 ct 0

((11) follows from the constraint relation which is connected with the

hamiltonian (10).

It happens that the weight diagram of SO(3,2) in Fig. 4a is identical

with the energy diagram of the 3-dimensional non-relativistic oscillator,

if one draws an energy level through each dot. Each level corresponds to

an energy eigenspace of the oscillator. The energy and degeneracy is given

by
CM 3

E = E +ficu(v + -j) j = 0,2,4«««\j for v = even (\> = u - 1)
j = l,3,5«"v for v = odd (12)
CM
E " = center of mass energy

The observables are: intrinsic position £., momentum ir., intrinsic angu-

lar momentum S.. = £. A IT . with the commutacion relation

[^.Cj] = 0, [TT.,7^] = 0, [£.,*.] = 1 5 ^ i = 1,2,3 (.3)

The identity of the weight diagram of the irrep D(l,0) of SO(3,2) and the

energy diagram is a reflection of the fact that D(l,0) of SO(3,2) goes by

group contraction into the algebra of the three-dimensional oscillator.

(This contraction describes the non-relativistic limit c •• ra.)

The usual relativistic generalization of the quantum oscillator,

e.g. in (the one-mode version of) the relativistic string is
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Fig. 4a. Weight diagram of the representation D(l,0) of SO(3,2). It is also the energy diagram of
the three-dimensional oscillator. Fig. 4b is obtained by turning the picture of Fig. 4a around and
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drawing j versus HIQ H p v = m ; v = y - l = O,152 • • *. With the free parameters nin, a' fitted from
the masses m of the meson resonances usually associated to the meson trajectories one obtains the
picture of linearly rising Regge trajectories plus daughters.



S.. + S u.v = 0,1,2,3
lj uv

/ - ̂  [TT ,CJ = in v (14)

This leads to many difficulties well known from the old string theory.

Instead of using; the t, and T of (14) or their infinite mode gener-

u u
alizations

u • •. • ~T~-—T V n -inr
•-" (a,i) = 1*' 2ia ) — cosnae

_~ n

(where a"1 , a are the creation and annihilation operators of the n-th
~n n rel

mode) we will use for the intrinsic position £ (that means for the
rel

position relative to the center of mass) and momentum TT operators which

have non-commuting components and fulfill new relativistic Heisenberg com-

mutation relations. This is the crucial difference between the QRO model

and previous attempts of relativistic theories of extended objects. These

new collective dynamical variables " ^ a r e defined in terms of the group

operators of SO(3,2)r s D SO(3,1)S .

We will now give a sequence of definitions and mathematic relations

without much of an explanation: One defines

M = P Pu = (mass operator)" (15)

c = velocity of light

n C
P = g "ĝ  S _ = spin tensor (16)

-rel = 2Mclrel = 2Mc ± Urel,H] = - -L g aF -L (17)
u u l u a y e c.M

where g - - - P P ; P = P /M , n = (1-1,-1,-1) (18)
uv uv u J \i u UV

rel
The definition of the momentum ~ is given in terms of the time deriva-

tive (proper time of the center of mass) of the position \ which then

is calculated from the hamiltonian (10) using the Heisenberg equation of

motion.

The intrinsic dynamics is spacelike (g projects into the plane per-

pendicular to P UK This excludes ghosts from the very beginning;
U rel ur

= 0 = P T = P i _ | = 0 . But more important is that these opera-

tors fulfill the c.r.
r •el _rei- _ 1 r r rel rel, i r
U U "v J 2~2 ^v ' [ % •'•; ! = - ,2 2 2 ^uv '

c M a c M

and (19)

r .rel rel, . . 1 1 - _p C
[i, i - ] = -ig —r Pi = - ig
u > uv a. p p-, p ^Uv

u
the last equality with the C follows from the constraint relation. (19)

. r e l = -S
,v

+

p

. r e l



means that the £ r e l and IT" 1 are essentially S0(3,2) operators. In fact
P V

in the center of mass rest frame

1 i - 1,2,3 (20)
l^i cM oi i a'Me l

Thus one has the fairly simple non-compact group SO(3,2) instead of the

complicated string algebra, which has Co be represented together with the

center of mass Poincare" group. This makes a solution possible. Tachyons

can still occur, but one can avoid them by the right choice of the repre-

sentation, as will be done below in equation (23).

We have carried along the factor c to show that the non-commutativity

of the intrinsic position is a relatiV.si.ic ^ff'ct- Ir :;' - non=r< \c-.r. iviz •

tic limit, c -* c°, TT , ?Q + 0, the t,. , ~. become commuting, and ful-

fill the usual Heisenberg c.r. (13).^^
rel

The first of the equations (20) is a justification to call the E, .

position operators: — S . is the intrinsic Lorentz boost which in the

Inbnu-Wigner group contraction goes into the Galilean boost which is

equal to the non-relativistic position operator . The second equation

gives us a feeling for the physical meaning of the new operators T. , it

is reminiscent of the interpretation for the 4-dimensional Dirac y-matrices

Y. in terms of the relativistic velocities. Another justification for
1 rel

interpreting the f as positions is that they perform a helical motion
around the center-of-mass direction (Zitterbewegung) , as expected of

rel
relativistic intrinsic positions. Cf. Fig. 5 where -d = classical E, ).

b) An infinite supermultiplet describes Regge recurrences as yrast

states and daughters as radial excitations

After this brief discussion concerning the interpretation of the

operators (observables) we return to the energy diagram of Fig. 4.

Interpreting SO(3,2) as relativistic S.C. group the weights will

represent hadron levels and the weight diagram leads to a very familiar
2

picture: Turning Fig. 4a around and drawing j versus m one obtains

the picture of linearly rising Regge trajectories plus daughters, as shown

in Fig. 4b.

There are several things wrong with the irrep D(l,0) as SG for the

hadron spectrum:

1) The lowest weight leads to a negative value of m „ (tachvon with

j = 0) if one determines the parameters m and a' of (11) from the mass

of the p-, A -, g- etc. mesons.

2) In the contraction limit D(l,0) leads to the spinless (non-

relativistic) oscillator whereas the quark-antiquark pair of these mesons



Fig. 5. Helical motion of the intrinsic position vector

5jj = -d about the direction intG which the center of

mass (CM) of the extended object moves. This Zitterbewegung
re1

is derived for the classical analogue of Sf. using (10)

as the hamiltonian in the equations of motion (with

commutators replaced by Poisson brackets). The expectation

value of the operator £r is zero in every hadron state.



has total quark spin equal to 1 and the triquarks of baryons have total

quark spin equal to J.

There are other representations of S0(3,2) which are similar and can

overcome these two difficulties. These are the irreps

D(uQ = s + 1, j Q = s) for s = -|, 1, | (21)

(s will represent the above mentioned total quark spin after contraction).

Further, two of these irreps of SO(3,2) (which are also irreps of

SO(4,2)) combine into an irrep of the relativistic (spectrum) supersym-

metry 0sp(l,4):

D(s + 1, s) © D(s + |, s = i) s = i, 1, |, 2 (22)

We choose the representation

D^M) » D(2,l) (23)

Its weight diagram is shown in Fig. 6. It contains integer and

halfinteger spin, but no p = 1, j = 0 state (tachyon).

When we assign meson and baryon resonances to it we will make use of

ths mass formula (11) that follows from the QRO hamiltonian (9). This

will lead to a degeneracy in mass as for the three-dimensional non-rela-

tivistic oscillator, (I5). To allow for minor variations of mass with

spin (rotational bands for each vibrational excitation) and to adjust the

lowest levels of mesons and baryons we have made fits of meson and baryon

resonances using the formula

m2 = i u + A2j(j + 1) +3 (2 - 2s2) + m2 (24)

7

(2 - 2s" is the eigenvalue of the SO(3,2) Casimir operator). This is

shown in Fig. 7 for the nuclear resonances and the normal j positive

C P non-strange meson resonances (p - to - tower).

The particles on the Regge trajectories are reproduced as the yrast

states (lowest mass for a given value of j), u = j + 1, of the relativistic

collective model. In addition this model predicts daughters as radial

excitations u > j + 1. The values of the parametersyobtained from a fit

to baryons and mesons are

-^ = (1.03 t 0.04) GeV2 A2 = (0.015 ± 0.008) GeV2

, (25)
6 = (0.53 t 0.03) GeV

Thus, the mass splitting is the same for mesons and baryons (this is the

Lde
1

1 2
evidence for spectrum supersymmetrias) and X~ is almost zero; A /(I/a1)

100' This means that the pure oscillator hamiltonian (10) is a very



good approximation, but there is also good evidence for the rotational

bands (for which the hamiltonian will have to be amended).

Features which appeared already in molecular (10 GeV) and in

nuclear (10 GeV) physics can be seen again in the relativistic domain

(10 GeV), and one would of course expect them to reoccur again at the

next level with many orders of magnitude higher energies. The reason for

this is that not the constituents, but the motions determine these features

and they have remained the same though the constituents have changed.
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for the representation D(2,l).
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Fig. 7. The mass level diagram as obtained from a fit of the nucleon—

and of the (Y = 0, C? = +1, j = normal) meson—resonances to the mass

formula (24). On the horizontal axis is plotted the spin i of the
2 2 2 2

resonance. Vertically is plotted m - m - 6(2 - s ), where m is the

value calculated from (24) with the parameters (25), so that the baryon

and meson ground state levels coincide.


